A third generation of ground-based GW observatories aims at a sensitivity improvement by a factor of ten over the current second generation at high signal frequencies, and more than a factor of 1000 at low signal frequencies^[@R1]--[@R3]^. The vastly increased low-frequency sensitivity means that binary merger signals will enter the detectable frequency band much earlier. In some cases, binary neutron-star signals will enter the detection band many hours before the final merger giving enough time for an initial sky localisation and alert of optical telescopes^[@R4]^. These would then be able to witness the emergence of a kilonova at the precise moment of coalescence, rather than 10 hours later as in the case of GW170817^[@R5]^.

To increase the measured GW signal strength, future ground-based observatories will have longer arms and will use higher light powers. Heavier mirrors, larger laser spots on the mirrors, cryo-cooled mirrors and possibly an underground location all help to reduce the zoo of different noise sources. Light with a squeezed uncertainty of its electromagnetic field^[@R6]--[@R8]^ targets the reduction of interferometer quantum noise, separate from scaling up light power^[@R9]--[@R11]^. Squeezing in one of the field quadratures, independently of the signal frequency, has been employed to reduce the observatory's shot-noise^[@R12],[@R13]^ and has been improving the sensitivity of GEO 600 since 2010^[@R14]^. Since the third observing run O3, it also has been regularly used in the Advanced LIGO detectors and in Advanced Virgo. For a broadband simultaneous reduction of photon shot-noise (quantum measurement noise) as well as photon radiation pressure noise (quantum back-action noise), the squeezed quadrature needs to change from amplitude to phase (signal) quadrature depending on the signal frequency^[@R15],[@R16]^, cf. [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The optimal, *frequency-dependent* squeeze angle can be produced by reflecting frequency-independent squeezed light off low-loss narrow-band *filter cavities*^[@R17]--[@R19]^. Even with cavity mirrors of highest quality and operation in ultra-high vacuum, appropriate filter cavities must have lengths of the order of hundred meters to achieve the linewidth and loss requirements^[@R20]^. Recently, Y. Ma and co-workers proposed to avoid these cost-intensive filter cavities^[@R21]^ by exploiting (i) the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) entanglement^[@R22]--[@R24]^ between different frequency components of the injected squeezed field^[@R25],[@R26]^ and (ii) the signal-recycling cavity that is already part of current and future GW observatories. The same approach is also useful in detuned signal-recycled interferometers without radiation-pressure noise^[@R27]^.

Here, we report on the experimental proof of principle of the original proposal^[@R21]^. In our experiment, a linear optical cavity represented the GW observatory signal-recycling cavity. Onto this cavity, we mode-matched a conventional, frequency-independent squeezed field. Employing bichromatic (two-frequency) balanced homodyne readout, we demonstrated that the unwanted effect on quantum noise caused by a detuning of the cavity can be undone by conditioning the measurement at the signal frequency on the measurement at the corresponding, EPR-correlated idler frequency. Our scheme corresponds to a realisation of the EPR gedanken experiment^[@R22]^, where a measurement at location *A* instantaneously results in reality of the entangled quantity at location *B*.

Quantum measurement process {#S1}
===========================

In interferometric gravitational-wave detectors, optomechanical interaction between the light and the test-mass mirrors induces correlations in quantum noise due to the ponderomotive squeezing effect^[@R16]^: quantum fluctuations in the amplitude quadrature of the light create fluctuating radiation pressure forces on the suspended mirrors. The resulting motion in turn couples into the phase quadrature of the reflected light, and the amplitude and phase quadratures of the light become quantum correlated. Mathematically, this coupling defines the relation between the input and output quadratures in a tuned interferometer (omitting the unimportant phase factor)^[@R17]^: $${\hat{b}}_{\text{out}}^{(\text{ampl})} = {\hat{b}}_{\text{in}}^{(\text{ampl})},$$ $${\hat{b}}_{\text{out}}^{(\text{phase})} = {\hat{b}}_{\text{in}}^{(\text{phase})} - \mathcal{K}(\Omega){\hat{b}}_{\text{in}}^{(\text{ampl})} + \text{signal},$$ where the optomechanical coupling is described by the coupling strength (Kimble factor) *𝒦*(Ω) that depends on the signal frequency Ω: $$\mathcal{K}(\Omega) = \frac{2J\gamma}{\Omega^{2}(\gamma^{2} + \Omega^{2})},\mspace{27mu} J = \frac{8\pi I_{c}}{M\lambda L}.$$ The Kimble factor depends on the light power inside the arm cavities of the detector *I~c~* and their length *L*, as well as the on the optical linewidth of the detector *γ*, the mass of the mirrors *M*, the laser wavelength *λ*, and all frequencies are given in radians. Its frequency dependence has contributions from the cavity Lorentzian profile *γ*^2^ + Ω^2^ and from the mechanical response of the free test mass Ω^2^. The Kimble factor becomes larger at lower sideband frequencies, which is exactly the effect of radiation pressure noise contaminating the low-frequency sensitivity ${\hat{b}}_{\text{out}}^{(\text{phase})} \approx - \mathcal{K}(\Omega){\hat{b}}_{\text{in}}^{(\text{ampl})} + \text{signal}.$ The radiation pressure noise at low frequencies can therefore be reduced by squeezing the amplitude quadrature ${\hat{b}}_{\text{in}}^{(\text{ampl})}.$ At the same time the shot noise in phase quadrature dominates the high frequency sensitivity: ${\hat{b}}_{\text{out}}^{(\text{phase})} \approx {\hat{b}}_{\text{in}}^{(\text{phase})} + \text{signal},$ and thus calls for squeezing the phase quadrature ${\hat{b}}_{\text{in}}^{(\text{phase})}.$ This frequency dependence of the quantum noise in the interferometer is shown on the [Fig. 1(a)](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, which illustrates the need for frequency-dependent squeezing. When such frequency-dependent squeezing is injected from the outside, the detected noise in the phase quadrature takes the form $$\begin{array}{l}
{{\hat{b}}_{\text{out}}^{(\text{phase})} = {\hat{b}}_{\text{in}}^{(\text{phase})}\lbrack\text{cosh}\ r - \text{sinh}\ r\ (\text{cos}\ 2\phi + \mathcal{K}\ \sin\ 2\phi)\rbrack -} \\
{- \mathcal{K}{\hat{b}}_{\text{in}}^{(\text{ampl})}\lbrack\text{cosh}\ r + \text{sinh}\ r\ (\text{cos}\ 2\phi - \mathcal{K}^{- 1}\ \text{sin}\ 2\phi)\rbrack,} \\
\end{array}$$ with squeeze factor *r* and a frequency-dependent squeeze angle *ϕ* ≡ *ϕ*(Ω). A straightforward optimization leads to *ϕ*(Ω) = arctan *𝒦*(Ω), which results in optimally reduced noise at all frequencies, ${\hat{b}}_{\text{out}}^{(\text{phase})} = e^{- r}\left( {{\hat{b}}_{\text{in}}^{(\text{phase})} - \mathcal{K}(\Omega){\hat{b}}_{\text{in}}^{(\text{ampl})}} \right),$ compare with [Eq.(2)](#FD2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The effect of the frequency-dependent squeezing on the quantum noise can be seen in [Fig. 1(b)](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

The frequency-dependent rotation of quadratures by radiation-pressure noise has the same effect on the quantum noise as detuning a cavity without movable mirrors from its resonance by *δ*. In this case the coupling constant in [Eq. (4)](#FD4){ref-type="disp-formula"} is replaced by *𝒦*^cav^(Ω, *δ*) = 2*γδ*/ (*γ*^2^ − *δ*^2^ + Ω^2^)^[@R16]^. While generally the frequency dependence of the two coupling factors is different, in the case of optimal detuning *δ* = *γ* within the cavity linewidth *γ* ≫ Ω they become equivalent up to a scaling factor: *𝒦*(Ω) ≈ 2*J*/(*γ*Ω^2^) = *𝒦*^cav^(Ω, *γ*)*J*/*γ*^3^. This symmetry between a detuned cavity and the ponderomotive squeezing effect explains the need for a detuned filter cavity for producing the frequency-dependent squeezing that reduces the quantum noise at all frequencies. When squeezing is reflected off a detuned filter cavity, the frequency dependence that its angle acquires can be exactly opposite to the one caused by the radiation pressure inside the detector, and the two cancel each other. This results in the frequency-independent sensitivity enhancement, as illustrated in [Fig. 1(b)](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Such a frequency dependence is possible to create with EPR-entangled states of light, following the proposal by Ma et al.^[@R21]^. While we do not demonstrate the ponderomotive squeezing effect in our experiment, the above relations allow us to emulate it with a detuned cavity.

Generation of EPR entanglement {#S2}
==============================

We produced light with a squeezed quantum uncertainty by subthreshold pumping of a non-degenerate cavity-enhanced parametric amplifier. It naturally consisted of mutually entangled electric fields at lower (*signal ω*~S~) and higher (*idler ω*~I~) sidebands of the central frequency, which was half the pump frequency *ω*~pump~/2 = *ω*~I~ + *ω*~S~. Measuring the quadrature noise at *ω*~S,I~±Ω individually with two separate homodyne detectors leads to an increased noise over the vacuum uncertainty. However, the measurement outcome at one detector could be *conditioned* (i.e. in post-processing) on the measurement outcome of the other detector with an optional scaling factor *g*. Then, for sufficiently high squeeze factors, the conditional variances ${\hat{a}}_{s}^{(\text{phase})} + g\ {\hat{a}}_{i}^{(\text{phase})}$ and ${\hat{a}}_{s}^{(\text{ampl})} + g\ {\hat{a}}_{i}^{(\text{ampl})}$ could be reduced to below the vacuum uncertainty (*conditional squeezing*), certifying Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen entanglement^[@R23]^.

Experimental realization {#S3}
========================

For our experimental demonstration of interferometer enhancement through EPR entanglement, we employed a setup as shown in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. A squeezed-light source provided a broadband squeeze spectrum with a full-width half-maximum of 2*π* × 2140 MHz. Inside this linewidth, fields at *ω*~pump~/2 ± Δ*ω* show mutually strong EPR correlations, of which we select the signal and idler bands around *ω*~S~ and *ω*~I~ for our discussion. A standing-wave cavity mimicked the signal recycling cavity of a GW detector. We chose its free spectral range Δ ≈ 2*π* × 60 MHz to be well within the squeeze spectrum. The cavity could be locked to arbitrary detunings with an auxiliary field *ω*~lock~ that was orthogonally polarized such as to not contaminate the measurement output. The squeezed field *ω*~S,I~ was mode-matched onto the linear cavity and the back-reflected light was separated with a Faraday rotator and a polarizing beamsplitter. We then performed bichromatic balanced homodyne detection^[@R28],[@R29]^ by overlapping the output field with two bright fields *ω*~LO,I~ and *ω*~LO,S~ at a 50:50 beam splitter and detecting the difference in photo current of the two outputs. In the bichromatic homodyne readout, electric fields at *ω*~S~ ± Ω and *ω*~I~ ± Ω are combined in such a way that the result directly gives the total quantum noise of the detection scheme. For technical details on the setup and its implementation, see [Methods](#S5){ref-type="sec"}.

In the first step, see [Fig. 3(a)](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, we adjusted the EPR entangled field *ω*~S,I~ such that *ω*~S~ was slightly detuned by an offset frequency *δ*~S~ = 2*π* × 460 kHz from a resonance of the linear cavity, while *ω*~I~ was exactly on the next longitudinal resonance peak, one FSR Δ away. In this configuration, measurement sidebands ±Ω around *ω*~S~ received a different (unequal and opposite) phase shift, leading to a frequency-dependent quadrature rotation via the coupling factor *𝒦*^cav^(Ω, *δ*~S~). On the other hand, the sidebands around *ω*~I~ received equal and opposite phase shifts, resulting in the absence of quadrature rotation, *𝒦*^cav^(Ω, *δ*~I~ = 0) = 0. At the balanced-homodyne detector, quantum noise components at *ω*~S~ ± Ω and *ω*~I~ ± Ω were detected with frequency-independent gain and for a full 2*π* sweep of the local oscillator angle *ζ*. The resulting photo-current variance is shown in [Fig. 3(a)](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, normalized to the vacuum noise of both local oscillators. In accordance with the EPR *gedanken experiment*, a noise power below 0 dB demonstrates that it was possible to infer the noise components around *ω*~S~ by conditioning on a measurement at *ω*~I~. Here, this was the case for sideband frequencies Ω that were much larger than the linewidth of the linear cavity. In effect, the original squeeze factor of 4 dB below shot noise was restored. The effect produced by such detuning on the readout sensitivity is similar to the one produced by the ponderomotive squeezing in [Fig.1(b)](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. However, unlike the example in [Fig.1(b)](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, at low frequencies the squeeze factor was lost at all readout angles, due to sub-optimal choice of the detuning and not optimal signal filtering. In this case, the resonance of the detuned cavity introduced an additional rotation in the squeezing angle at frequencies around *δ*~S~, which meant that the quantum correlations at the signal and idler wavelengths were no longer aligned for optimal inference. As explained in Ma et al.^[@R21]^, in the case of an optimal detuning *δ*~S~ = *γ*, an optimal Wiener filter would still allow to recover (most of) the correlations, but it cannot be implemented in our bichromatic BHD readout scheme, where the two weights of two channels are defined by the optical powers of local oscillators, and are intrinsically frequency-independent.

In the second step, [Fig. 3(b)](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, we detuned *ω*~I~ away from the cavity resonance as well, by *δ*~I~ = −*δ*~S~. In this configuration, the noise sidebands around *ω*~I~ experienced equal, but opposite phase shifts to the noise sidebands around *ω*~S~. As a result, the two measurement bases were optimally aligned at all frequencies, thus cancelling the frequency-dependent rotation everywhere. The resulting spectrum of the noise, as inferred from EPR correlations, shows a constant squeeze factor for a single squeezing quadrature, demonstrating near-perfect inference of the quantum noise components around *ω*~S~ from the components around *ω*~I~. The detrimental effect of the cavity detuning in the first step on the sensitivity in phase readout is fully compensated by additional frequency-dependent rotation in the idler beam. This validates the proposed scheme for quantum-noise enhancement with EPR-entangled states.

Finally, we performed an additional step, not motivated by the gravitational-wave detection directly, but demonstrating the flexibility and the potential of the experimental setup. For that we detuned *ω*~I~ away from the cavity resonance in another direction, by *δ*~I~ = *δ*~S~, see [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. As a result, the noise sidebands around *ω*~I~ were phase shifted by the same amount as the ones around *ω*~S~. The resulting squeezing spectrum acquired frequency dependence, spanning a larger phase range than in the first step of the experiment. This demonstrates the possibility to create a desired frequency-dependent squeezing spectrum by carefully tuning the filter cavities.

Conclusion {#S4}
==========

Since the third observation run, the Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo observatories benefit from squeezed states of light with a frequency independent squeeze angle in reducing the quantum shot noise at high signal frequencies. Due to the quantum measurement process, both observatories now have increased quantum back-action noise at low signal frequencies, which will become significant when higher light powers are used. Additional long-baseline, low-loss filter cavities are considered for resolving this issue. Here, we provide the proof of principle that the same effect can be achieved with the signal-recycling cavity, which exists already in GW observatories. Following the proposal of Ma et al.^[@R21]^, we utilized Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen entanglement. As pointed out in the proposal, the approach suffers from a 3 dB noise penalty on the initial squeezing and an increased sensitivity to optical loss, both of which are due to the measurement of an additional pair of sidebands. However, in light of the high additional costs for low-loss, narrow-linewidth filter cavities, the demonstrated broadband enhancement of interferometer sensitivity through EPR entanglement can still be a viable alternative^[@R30]^.

Over the course of preparing this manuscript we became aware of another proof-of-principle experiment of EPR-enhanced interferometer by Yap et al.^[@R31]^.

Methods {#S5}
=======

Squeezed-light source {#S6}
---------------------

We used a monolithic cavity-enhanced OPA to generate broadband squeezed states of light via parametric down-conversion in PPKTP. The cavity was pumped by 100 mW of light at *ω*~pump~ = 2*πc*/(1064 nm*/*2).

Linear cavity {#S7}
-------------

We set up a 2.5 m-long linear cavity for emulating the signal-recycling cavity of a GW detector. Its length was chosen as a compromise between still fitting on a standard optical table and a free spectral range of 2*π* × 58.73 MHz that is well within the bandwidth of the squeezed-light source. The mirror on the back of the cavity had a highly-reflective coating and the coupling mirror had a reflectivity of 97 % resulting in a linewidth of \~150 kHz (HWHM). The cavity was locked with the Pound-Drever-Hall method using an auxiliary field in the orthogonal polarization. We used the zero-crossing of one sideband of the resulting error signal to allow for an easy shift of the resonance frequency.

Bichromatic LO {#S8}
--------------

The bichromatic local oscillator was created by a strongly phase modulated light of the frequency *ω*~pump~/2 with an electro-optic modulator. Afterwards, the upper and lower sidebands were each extracted from the carrier by filter cavities. Both sidebands were overlapped on a 50/50 beamsplitter and sent towards the detector. This method guaranteed a symmetric generation around the centre frequency of the squeezed field and the detection at entangled sideband frequencies. We used a power of 4 mW in the combined bichromatic oscillator with equal powers in both sidebands, which corresponded to equal gain of both channels in the conditioning procedure.

Theoretical modelling {#S9}
---------------------

We compute the input-output relations for the light fields propagating in our setup, similar to the original proposal^[@R21],[@R27]^. The resulting spectral density of the shot noise with frequency-dependent squeezing as seen by the bichromatic homodyne detector is described by $$\begin{array}{l}
{S(\Omega) = 1 - \eta + \eta\ \text{cosh}\ 2r +} \\
{\mspace{9mu} + 2\eta\frac{\sqrt{\alpha\beta}\ \text{sinh}\ 2r}{\alpha + \beta}(\mathcal{K}_{1}(\Omega)\ \cos\ 2\zeta + \mathcal{K}_{2}(\Omega)\ \sin 2\zeta),} \\
\end{array}$$ where we defined the readout efficiency *η*, squeeze parameter *r*, readout angle *ζ* relative to signal readout quadrature *ζ* = 0, the power of local oscillators *α*, *β*, and two coupling coefficients *𝒦*~1,2~(Ω): $$\mathcal{K}_{1}(\Omega) = \frac{\mathcal{C}(\Omega)}{\mathcal{D}(\Omega)}(\mathcal{C}(\Omega) - 2\gamma^{2}{(\delta_{1} + \delta_{2})}^{2}),$$ $$\mathcal{K}_{2}(\Omega) = \frac{\mathcal{C}(\Omega)}{\mathcal{D}(\Omega)}(2\gamma(\delta_{1} + \delta_{2})(\gamma^{2} - \delta_{1}\delta_{2} + \Omega^{2})),$$ $$\mathcal{C}(\Omega) = (\delta_{1}^{2} - \Omega^{2})(\delta_{2}^{2} - \Omega^{2}) + \gamma^{2}(\gamma^{2} + \delta_{1}^{2} + \delta_{2}^{2} + 2\Omega^{2}),$$ $$\mathcal{D}(\Omega) = {\prod\limits_{i = 1,2}{{({\gamma^{2} + {({\delta_{1} - \Omega})}^{2}})}{({\gamma^{2} + {({\delta_{1} + \Omega})}^{2}})}}}.$$ This equation can be used to describe the detected spectra, as shown in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.
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![Simulation of the improvement in readout quantum noise of a typical laser interferometer with squeezed light for GW detection. **(a)** Sensitivity to GW strain: baseline detector without quantum enhancements (dash-dotted black); with conventional squeezing (dashed green) the sensitivity degrades at low frequency; with optimal frequency-dependent squeezing (solid blue) the sensitivity is improved over all frequency band. **(b-c)** Relative quantum-noise improvement with regard to baseline sensitivity as a function of signal sideband frequency and readout angle. **(b)** In the case of injected frequency-independent squeezing, the quantum noise is improved in the signal quadrature at high sideband frequencies. However, quantum back-action (coupled via radiation pressure) leads to a rotation of the squeeze angle, worsening the readout at low frequencies. Curved blue band shows the rotation of the squeeze quadrature away from the signal quadrature as a function of frequency. **(c)** Broadband improvement could be achieved with a frequency-dependent squeeze angle, which would compensate this rotation (yielding the horizontal blue band). So far, this necessitated a complicated hardware processing with additional filter cavities. The EPR scheme demonstrated here can generate such a frequency-independent spectrum without the need for these filter cavities.](EMS85312-f001){#F1}

![Simplified representation of this work's experimental setup. The frequency components emitted from a broadband squeezed-light source (SLS) that are reflected off a cavity experience a frequency dependent phase that can compensate for the frequency dependence of quantum back action. If the SLS is operated at particular centre frequency, the signalrecycling cavity (SRC) can be used that already exists in every GW observatory. The EPR entangled sidebands *ω*~I~ and *ω*~S~ of the squeezed field are detected with a bichromatic balancedhomodyne detection (BBHD), employing local oscillators at frequencies *ω*~LO,S~ and *ω*~LO,I~. The greyed-out parts indicate how the cavity of our experiment could relate to a full-scale measurement device (here, an Advanced LIGO-style Michelson interferometer with arm resonators, power-, and signal recycling). PBS, polarizing beam-splitter; FR, Faraday rotator. SRC length in our experiment was 2.5 m.](EMS85312-f002){#F2}

![The schematics in the top row show the relative positions of signal and idler bands around *ω*~I~ and *ω*~S~ in our demonstration of frequency-dependent squeeze angle rotation. Electric fields at frequencies symmetrically located around half the SLS pump frequency, *ω*~pump~/2, are mutually EPR entangled. Two SR cavity resonances, shown in yellow shade, are separated by a free spectral range (FSR) ∆, which is well within the squeezing bandwidth (dashed blue line). The phase aquired by the sidebands *ω*~S~ *±* Ω and *ω*~I~ *±* Ω upon reflection off the SRC is shown in magenta line. The spectrograms in the middle show the measured quantum noise variances, normalized to the vacuum noise, for continuously scanned readout angle. The bottom plots present cuts of the spectrogram at phase, intermediate and amplitude readout quadratures: light traces show experimental data; dark traces show theoretical fits with a joint set of parameters. **(a)** The signal band around *ω*~S~ is detuned from cavity resonance by *δ*~S~ = 2*π* × 460 kHz, the idler band around *ω*~I~ is held exactly on the next resonance. The detuning causes a frequency-dependent rotation of the squeeze angle at frequencies below \~ 1 MHz, much as the radiation pressure does in [Fig.1(b)](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. As a result, quantum noise in the phase readout quadrature is worsened. The exact frequency dependence is a function of the detuning related to the cavity linewidth, see [Methods](#S5){ref-type="sec"} for details. **(b)** Both *ω*~S~ and *ω*~I~ are detuned from cavity resonances by the same but opposite amount *δ*~S~, and EPR entangled fields at all sidebands Ω receive the same frequency-dependent phase shift. As a result, the detrimental effect of detuning (and/or ponderomotive squeezing) on the detection quantum noise can be cancelled and a flat, frequency-independent squeezed spectrum is obtained, see [Fig.1(c)](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for comparison. The features at around 100 kHz and 1.4 MHz are experimental artefacts caused by our phase control scheme.](EMS85312-f003){#F3}

![This figure shows the results of an additional experimental step demonstrating the flexibility of the setup. In this case both *ω*~S~ and *ω*~I~ are detuned from cavity resonance in the *same* direction and by the same amount *δ*~S~ = *δ*~I~ = 2*π*×460 kHz, leading to a frequency-dependent squeeze angle. The spectrogram shows the measured quantum noise variances for continuously scanned injected squeeze angle. The acquired frequency dependence in squeeze angle sweeps across the phase range of about 3*π*/4 (depending on the choice of *δ*~S~ this range can be tuned between 0 and *π*). This is larger than needed in gravitational-wave detector for cancelling the ponderomotive squeezing effect, but shows the potential of the setup in tailoring the frequency dependence of squeeze angle to the needs of quantum-optical experiment. The exact frequency dependence is ultimately a function of the cavity linewidth and the detunings. The features at around 50 kHz, 100 kHz and 1.4 MHz are experimental artefacts caused by our phase control scheme.](EMS85312-f004){#F4}
